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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to replicate data between an IBM Storwize
V7000 at its primary location and an IBM Storwize V5030 at its
disaster recovery location. The customer wants to use the
built-in 1 GbE ports for IP replication.
What is the maximum round trip latency supported for the
intersite link?
A. 80 ms
B. 60 ms
C. 40 ms
D. 100 ms
Answer: A

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5103.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
An organizationstores sales data in SQL Server.A database
administrator creates a view to show the transaction data The
data architect must
* Create a data model that shows the total sales for each
salesperson by month
*Create an indicator that shows whether the total monthly sales
meet or exceed the monthly quota, which is always $1,200 Which
script should the data architect use to meet these
requirements?
A)
B)
C)
D)
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

B
C
A
D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two loops-prevention mechanisms are implemented in BGP?
(Choose two)
A. A route with its own cluster ID in the CKUSTER_LIST is
dropped automatically when the route reenters its own AS.
B. The command bgp bestpath as-path-ignore enables the strict
checking of AS_PATH so that they drop routes with their own AS
in the AS_PATH.
C. The command bgpbestpath med missing-as-worst assigns the
smallest possible MED, which directly prevents a loop.
D. A route with its own AS in the AS_PATH is dropped
automatically if the routereenters its own AS.
E. The command bgpallowa-in enables a route with its own
AS_PATH to be dropped when it reenters its own AS
Answer: A,D
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